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ABSTRACT An automated driving system notifies a fallback-ready human driver to resume driving
when critical operational and functional limits have been or are about to be exceeded. The point between
notification and critical limit is the time budget. Previous studies indicate that interdependencies exist
between takeover variables and the time budget leading to performance variations and sometimes accidents.
It is known that drivers may delay or respond inadequately depending on the time budget. This contribution
focuses on utilizing these interdependencies to evaluate the suitability of the time budget for specific
scenarios. A 7 s time budget, eight scenarios, and three secondary tasks were studied in a driving
simulator with 70 participants aged between 19 Yrs and 41 Yrs. The results indicate that drivers prioritize
takeover effort in decreasing order of relative speed, traffic agents, and junctions. Furthermore, 7 s is
suitable at a vehicle speed of 80 Km/h to 130 km/h, maximum two traffic agents and three junctions, and
handsfree tasks but too high for lower complexities. Generally, the time budget is a sum of the takeover
time and maneuver (e.g., lane change) response time. These results are relevant to safety and adaptive
variation of the time budget for successful takeover.

INDEX TERMS Conditional driving automation, driver assistance, driver behavior, safety and human
factors, takeover time.

I. INTRODUCTION

AUTOMATED driving systems (ADS) integrate vari-
ous functions that enable drivers to perform safer and

more efficient maneuvers. These functions either optimize
hardware systems, warn drivers of eminent traffic danger
or suggest safer maneuvers. The Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE) grouped these systems into six levels of
driving automation [1]. In level 0, active safety systems
enhance driving maneuvers, e.g., power steering. Beginning
from level 1, the ADS is equipped to perform some
driving functions where the operational design domain is
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limited until level 5 where this is unlimited. In level
1 to level 3, the human driver serves as the fallback
performer of all driving tasks when the functional and oper-
ational limits of the ADS have been reached. Level 3,
termed “conditional driving automation”, is the focus of this
contribution.
In conditional driving automation, the “ADS performs the

entire dynamic (lateral and longitudinal) driving task (DDT)
until system limits (also known as critical situations) are
reached” [1]. At that point, the ADS issues a request to
intervene (RTI) also denoted as a takeover request (TOR)
to the driver to resume performance of the DDT [2], [3].
Usually, the driver has a few seconds to respond and takeover
successfully.
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FIGURE 1. Takeover timeline definitions adapted from [5].

A. VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH TAKEOVERS AND
PERFORMANCE
Different variables associated with TOR such as takeover
time, takeover request time budget, non-driving related
tasks (also known as secondary tasks), driving environ-
ment variables (e.g., speed of ego and surrounding vehicles)
are illustrated in Fig. 1 based on [3], [4]. In addition,
performance variables or measures are used to evaluate the
takeover quality.

• Takeover time (TOT) is the time between TOR and
when a considerable change in steering or pedal input
by the driver has occurred [2]. The detection of this
considerable change is achieved by measuring output
values of the steering and pedals or computer vision-
based methods [2], [6].

• Takeover request time budget (TOR time budget) is
the time between TOR and when the ego vehicle will
reach critical situation if present conditions (e.g., speed)
persist [3], [4].

• Non-driving related tasks (NDRTs) or secondary tasks
are tasks the driver may perform while the ADS is
performing the DDT, e.g., reading an email [3].

• Driving environment variables include speed of ego
vehicle, traffic density, number of lanes etc. Drivers’
ability to have sufficient awareness of these variables
in each context strongly influences the performance of
takeovers and is denoted as situation awareness [4].

• Situation awareness (SA) is the “perception of ele-
ments of current situation using senses, comprehension
of their meaning, and projection of their status in the
near future” [7]. The level of SA a driver has varies with
the aforementioned variables and affects safety [3], [4].

• Mental workload demand of the task indicates the level
of individually perceived task difficulty. It can be mea-
sured objectively with physiological devices such as eye
tracker and subjectively using questionnaires such as
the Nasa Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) [8]. It affects
performance and safety but is itself not a performance
measure. Increased workload indicates increased task
difficulty and vice versa.

• Performance variables are objective measures such as
TOT, time to collision (TTC) between ego and surround-
ing vehicles, acceleration (acc.) and lateral displacement
(LD) of the ego vehicle from the lane center etc. [9].
An increase in the value of some variables such as TOT,
LD, and acceleration indicates poor performance and vice

versa. While an increase in the value of other variables
such as TTC indicates good performance and vice versa.
Although, the TOT is widely used as a performance vari-
able, it is considered unreliable because it often does not
reflect the safety of the takeover [9]. Moreover, the TOT
indicates when the driver has resumed significant con-
trol of the ego vehicle but does not indicate whether the
driver has completed the maneuvering necessary to avert
the critical situation. In other words, the driver requires
additional time besides the TOT to takeover successfully.
However, the TOT is still useful because its sometimes
indicates the level of complexity of scenarios.

Furthermore, the TOR time budget strongly affects TOT
because the driver has to takeover within this time frame to
avoid accidents. This contribution focuses on equipping the
ADS with the ability to automatically analyze the scenario
to budget sufficient time to warn the driver even though it
is unable to continue performing DDTs.

B. TAKEOVER TIME, PERFORMANCE, AND TOR
TIME BUDGET
In [2], the authors concluded that when drivers have
previously experienced at least one takeover, they perform
better in subsequent ones indicated by reduced TOT and safer
maneuvers. In [3], a TOR time budget of 8 s was investi-
gated for different scenarios. The average TOT for the first
takeover experience is 9 s and in subsequent ones, the TOT
changes with respect to scenario complexity and speed. In
addition, utilization of steering for takeover requires less time
compared to applying the brakes. Similarly, the effect of var-
ious TOR time budgets ranging from 2.1 s to 5 s on TOT
and performance were investigated in [4]. The authors con-
cluded that a short TOR time budget increases SA but results
in insufficient time to respond correctly. On the other hand,
a long TOR time budget allows sufficient time to respond
correctly but sometimes decreases SA. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to analyze critical situations to determine the most
suitable TOR time budget for warning drivers that would
ensure good SA and successful takeovers.
According to [9], [10], the TOR time budget affects

TOT and performance. In addition, a faster TOT does not
necessarily mean better performance and safety variables
such as workload should be used to evaluate the suit-
ability of the TOR time budget. Increased workload is
associated with shorter TOT. Furthermore in [11], a short
TOR time budget results in shorter TOT and poorer per-
formances such as risk of somersault, accident, and rear
collisions. Likewise [12], [13] concluded that elderly drivers
react slower and therefore require more TOR time budget
compared to younger drivers. However, an approach to define
the TOR time budget was not provided.
The authors of [14] compared 7 s to 4 s TOR time budget

in eight scenarios and concluded that 7 s is more appropri-
ate irrespective of the scenario. On the other hand, [15]
concluded that the TOR time budget required for exit-
ing a highway ranges between 16 s and 30 s if it is not
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urgent. Whereas, given this longer time, the participants
mostly delayed their responses. In addition, the different
characteristics of the exit scenarios where not considered in
the conclusion.
In [16], the authors studied a scenario involving a cone

avoidance on a test track while the ego vehicle was moving
at 60 km/h with which a regression model of TOT, termed
reaction time was developed. Similarly using eye data, left
and right lane merge scenarios were studied to model TOR
time budget using regression in [17]. In both studies, the
obtained coefficients are only valid for the studied cases
because the characteristics and complexity of the scenarios
were not indicated in the models. In addition, the studies
did not evaluate the applied TOR time budget suitability.
The authors of [6] investigated the time required by drivers

to resume various driving tasks (e.g., glancing at road, mir-
ror, and speedometer, placing feet on pedals, placing hands
on steering, and switching off ADS). The results indicate
that 90% of drivers require more than 8 s to complete most
actions. Specifically, most drivers perform DDT first and
defer most actions necessary to gain SA of the scenario
(e.g., glance at mirror) to beyond 8 s. The authors also con-
cluded that drivers who perform NDRTs with a hand-held
device, e.g., playing a game on a mobile phone require more
time. Similarly, studies by [18], [19], [20] have also made the
aforementioned conclusion in comparison to NDRTs involv-
ing handsfree devices. However, these studies did not include
the effect of TOR time budget on drivers’ responses.
In [21] the authors evaluated the influence of previous

ADAS experience, driver glance behaviors, and other takeover
variables on TOT during an on-road experiment. The authors
concluded that reduced road glances result in increased TOT
and individual reaction times affect TOT. Similarly, in [22], the
authors concluded that TOT varies with different drivers who
have different reaction times and levels of driving experience.
Accordingly, [10] concluded that TOT varies with scenario
complexity, prior driving experience with automated driving
technologies, and skill. The driving experience in total km
driven since obtaining a drivers license also significantly
affects performance. More experienced drivers takeover in
less time compared to less experienced ones. However, the
TOR time budget was not included.

C. RESEARCH STATEMENT AND GOAL
The aforementioned previous studies indicate that TOR time
budgets are often chosen arbitrarily. Most studies focus on
finding one value that is suitable for all situations irrespective
of complexity. Furthermore, if the TOR time budget is too
low the driver will not have sufficient time to react correctly
and if too high, the driver may ignore the warning or delay
response, either of which could lead to accidents. To address
this problem, the TOR time budget needs to be varied to
ensure appropriateness for different situations. However, a
generalizable method for variation of the TOR time budget
has not been provided. Furthermore, if the TOT were fully

FIGURE 2. Concept of online budgeting of TOR time.

representative of the time required it could be possible to
apply supervised learning approaches for time budgeting.
The hypothesis investigated in this contribution is “Could

TOR time budget be determined based on driver behav-
ior?” If the TOR time budget is too long, performance will
decrease in a less complex compared to a more complex sce-
nario. It should be noted that this is an extension of previous
conclusions that increased complexity results in decreased
performance which doesn’t consider the effect of the TOR
time budget [3], [10].
The goal of this contribution is to demonstrate how to

use driver performance to qualitatively determine TOR time
budget and the value that is suitable for specific takeover sit-
uations based on specific conditions. The proposed method
utilizes the previously mentioned variation in driver behavior
based on performance under different takeover conditions to
determine the suitability of TOR time budget. To realize this,
several scenarios need to be tested. It would not be possible
to test all the scenarios that can occur. In addition, utilization
of different scenario complexity levels is necessary to dis-
tinguish between poor performance due to delayed response
and TOR time budget insufficiency. Thus in this contribu-
tion, the TOR time budget was held constant to test scenarios
with different complexity levels. The long-term goal is to
utilize the conclusions of this contribution to equip an ADS
to budget time in advance after automatically analyzing the
scenario as conceptualized in Fig. 2. In addition, automatic
time budgeting would also enable the ADS to evaluate in
advance whether the available time would be sufficient to
takeover successfully or if additional safety measures (e.g.,
automatic emergency braking) would be required.
Furthermore, this contribution assumes that the ADS can

automatically recognize the task being performed by the
driver, predict in advance that a takeover will occur in a few
seconds, and automatically recognize and track the variables
(e.g., traffic agents) that would influence the TOR time bud-
get required by the driver. The assumed requirements are
not part of this contribution.

D. OUTLINE OF CONTRIBUTION
This contribution begins with a brief review of state-of-
the-art approaches related to the interdependence between
takeover variables. Afterwards, the contribution integrates an
approach to further investigate these interdependencies with
respect to scenarios and non-driving-related tasks having
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different complexity levels. Subsequently, the contribution
includes an analysis and comparison of experimental results
with respect to combinations of scenarios and NDRTs. The
analysis utilizes objective performance variables such as TOT
which are indicators of driver behavior to determine the suit-
ability of the TOR time budget. Finally, the contribution ends
with discussion of results, conclusions, as well as summary
and outlook.

II. METHODS
Having established how the presence and magnitude of
different variables affect takeovers, driving scenarios and
NDRTs having different complexity levels are included to
better understand how to budget TOR time online. The
included scenarios and NDRTs are taken from a previous
contribution [5]. It is assumed that by comparing different
complexity levels of scenarios and NDRT combinations, a
pattern of variation could be established.

A. TAKEOVER SCENARIOS
The scenarios are modeled as complex dynamical systems
whose dimensions (e.g., connectivity, dynamics etc.) are var-
ied between scenarios based on [23] and described in [5].
In this contribution the term ‘complexity’ integrates the
number and interaction between vehicles, pedestrians, and
bicyclists. The term ‘connectivity’ integrates different vehi-
cle behaviors and maneuvers. The term ‘dynamics’ describes
the dynamical changes within the scenario and therefore inte-
grates changes in various vehicle positions and speeds. By
definition, the magnitude of different characteristics in the
scenarios are varied to study the effects on TOT and driving
behavior.
Four takeover scenarios (S1, S2, S3, and S4), each hav-

ing two complexity levels (I. low and II. high) in which the
ADS issues a TOR were designed as illustrated in Table 1
and Fig. 3. For reference purposes, the levels of the sce-
narios are abbreviated accordingly. The named complexity
levels are for the purposes of observing effects between the
presence and magnitude of different dynamic traffic scene
characteristics, e.g., ego vehicle speed, number of surround-
ing vehicles etc. This is such that, by varying the magnitude
of some dynamic traffic scene characteristics, the difficulty
of level II is higher than that of level I. Altogether, the sce-
narios and their complexity levels amount to eight takeover
situations.
Specific traffic scene characteristics for each scenario dur-

ing which the ADS issues a TOR, are outlined to reveal how
the related difficulty increases from level I to level II. The
levels of S1, S2, and S3 occurred on a three-lane dual car-
riage highway, while those of S4 occurred on a single-lane
dual carriage country road. In addition, the studied scenarios
integrate exits, intersections, and vulnerable road users (e.g.,
pedestrian) which have been less studied [24].
S1: Fixed obstacle ahead on a highway: In each level of

this scenario, the ADS issues a takeover request because of
a stationary vehicle ahead on the right lane. The speed of the

TABLE 1. Technical description of scenarios from [5].

FIGURE 3. Graphical illustration of scenarios indicating point of TOR from [5].

ego vehicle was 80 km/h in S1|I and increased to 130 km/h
in S1|II. In addition, there was an approaching vehicle on
the middle lane to the left of the ego vehicle in S1|II moving
at a speed of 70 km/h.
S2: Slow vehicle ahead on a highway: In each level of

this scenario, the ADS issues a TOR due to a slow vehicle
ahead moving at 50 km/h. The speed of the ego vehicle was
set to 80 km/h in S2|I and increased to 130 km/h in S2|II.
There was also an approaching vehicle in the middle lane
to the left of the ego vehicle in S2|I moving at a speed of
70 km/h.
S3: Exit highway: In each level of this scenario, the ADS

issues a TOR to the driver to exit a highway while on the
right lane (exit lane). The speed of the ego vehicle was set
to 50 km/h in S3|I and increased to 100 km/h in S3|II.
S4: Turn right on four junction country road intersection:

In each level of this scenario, the ADS issues a TOR to the
driver to make a right turn at an intersection. The speed of
the ego vehicle was set to 50 km/h in S4|I and increased to
80 km/h in S4|II. In addition, a bicyclist and a pedestrian
were present at the intersection on the right adjourning road
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TABLE 2. Complexity levels of NDRT reused from [5].

where the driver made the right turn. The pedestrian was
crossing, while the bicyclist was making a right turn.

B. NON-DRIVING RELATED TASKS
Similar to the aforementioned scenarios and given that TOT
is known to increase with task complexity, NDRTs were
designed to integrate additive levels of complexity to aid
comparison and understand how to vary TOR time budget.
Three levels of NDRT namely reading, proofreading, and
proofreading aloud were provided for drivers to perform
when ego vehicle was in autonomous mode as illustrated
in Table 2. The NDRTs were performed on a handsfree
touch sensitive control pad mounted on the right side of the
steering as subsequently detailed in section II-E. The increas-
ing multitasking complexity of the NDRTs are explained
with the theory of threaded cognition [25] in greater detail
in a previous contribution and summarized in the next
paragraph [5].

Threaded cognition describes the NDRTs using several
cognitive resources namely procedural, declarative, visual,
motor, and vocal. The complexity from NDRT 1 to NDRT
3 increases due to increased number of cognitive resources
utilized [25]. Procedural resource always executes first and
then coordinates all other resources [25]. Visual resource
enables perception of text and declarative resource enables
memory recall of words when the NDRT is reading. Motor
resource enables highlighting of the text by hand when the
NDRT is proofreading. Finally, vocal resource enables pro-
nunciation of the correct word aloud when the NDRT is
proofreading aloud.

C. TEST PARTICIPANTS
To perform TOR experiments, experienced drivers were
invited to drive in the different levels of the designed
scenarios previously displayed in Table 1. Each laboratory
appointment lasted approximately three hours. First, partici-
pants filled a pre-questionnaire about their driving experience
and received an introduction to the simulator and the pro-
cedure and goal of the study for approximately 15 minutes.
During the introduction, the audio sound with which the TOR
was issued was played for the participants. Furthermore, the
participants were not informed about the takeover situations
that they would encounter but where informed to takeover
when they heard the audio sound.
Afterwards, the participants performed a test drive for

approximately 10 minutes to adapt to the driving simulator.
During the test drive, participants practiced how to switch
between conditionally automated and manual driving modes.
Finally, they performed four experimental drive procedures

TABLE 3. Participant quantitative descriptive statistics.

including filling questionnaires and taking a few minutes’
break as detailed in the next subsection. Each complete drive
procedure lasted approximately 30 to 35 minutes.
A total of 70 drivers (60 males and 10 females) who held

valid driver’s licenses were recruited. Among the drivers,
28 of them had previously used vehicles equipped with one
or more ADAS features, while 27 of them have previously
experienced driving simulators. The additional descriptive
statistics obtained from the pre-questionnaire are outlined in
Table 3. Though no specific age group, type of experience
or gender was targeted, the descriptive statistics for weekly
driving experience indicates a distribution from very little
experience to highly experienced drivers. In addition, the
age group which is between 19 yrs and 41 yrs describes
young drivers as categorized in [13].
As a reward, the participants either received 15 EUR or

attended a three-hour time management seminar. In line with
ethics rules for experiments involving humans, participants
signed a participation consent declaration. The participants
were also informed that their participation was voluntary
and were free to discontinue the experiment if desired. In
addition, written approval was obtained from the ethics com-
mittee of the Faculty of Engineering at the University of
Duisburg-Essen, Germany.

D. TEST DESIGN AND PROCEDURE
The experiment was designed such that variations in TOT and
performance can be studied with respect to varying traffic
scenario and NDRT complexity levels. It is assumed that
this is required to determine sufficient time for takeover
based on the time demand of variables. Therefore previously
described scenarios which have different characteristics that
are associated with complexity and therefore affect TOR
time budget were designed.
As concluded in [26], when all participants can not experi-

ence all scenarios, a randomized sampling approach provides
more power compared to repeated measures. Different
combinations of the independent variables (IVs) namely
scenarios, NDRTs, and ordinal were randomly given to par-
ticipants during the experiments. The ordinal refers to the
order of the drive, e.g., first, second, third, or fourth drive.
In other words, 8 × 3 × 4 factor randomized-statistical
design approach was employed to study the variation of the
between-subject factors (scenario, NDRT, and ordinal levels).
Specifically, each participant either experienced scenarios
S1|I, S2|II, S3|I and S4|II or S1|II, S2|I, S3|II and S4|I in a
random order that ensured even distribution of the scenarios
as first, second, third and fourth drives respectively. The par-
ticipants experienced either set of scenarios using a 4-by-4
permutation (4P4) which results in 24 distinct sequences each
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FIGURE 4. Test procedure.

that were assigned respectively. Therefore, due to the large
number of combinations, all the participants did not expe-
rience all the combinations but were distributed evenly. To
avoid unbalanced data measures, the participants were not
allowed to experience the two levels of the same scenario,
e.g., no participant experienced S1|I and S1|II respectively.
As summarised in Fig. 4 The participants were first

required to drive manually for about 10 to 15 minutes before
being asked to change to autonomous mode where they per-
formed the NDRT. Afterwards, the TOR was issued to drivers
7 s before each critical situation. The TOR time budget of
7 s was chosen based on a previous study [3] integrating sce-
narios with ego vehicle speed between 70 km/h and 80 km/h
and one or no traffic agents in which the drivers delayed
response thus indicating the TOR time budget of 8 s is too
high. To announce the TOR, an audiovisual interface was
utilized. Based on the recommendation of [27] for emer-
gency situations, an audio message: “full autonomous driving
assistant has failed” alerts the driver to danger. On the
head-up display (HUD) and Control pad, the text message:
“failed” was displayed without obstructing the driver’s view.
Given that the expected warning message was pre-played and
shown to the participants, it only served as notification to
takeover. The possibility of fear and anxiety with respect to
the word “failed” was not considered within the scope of this
study. Participants could switch from autonomous to manual
by touching the manual button on the control pad or steer
and continue driving while applying the vehicle controls.
After taking over, the participants filled situational aware-
ness rating technique (SART) [28] and National Aeronautics
and Space Agency task load index (NASA-TLX) with pair-
wise comparison [8] questionnaires. The participants were
then given a few minutes’ break and the drive procedure was
repeated three more times until the four drives where com-
pleted. Thus participants did not experience all the takeover
scenarios in one drive.

E. TEST ENVIRONMENT
The scenarios were implemented in SCANeRTM studio (a
professional driving simulator software by AVSimulation).
The data acquiring frequency of SCANeRTM studio is
20 Hz. The driving simulator setup includes five displays

FIGURE 5. Driving simulator, Chair SRS, U DuE, Germany.

that provide 270 0 field of view, a fixed-base driver seat,
steering wheel, clutch, brake, and accelerator as displayed
in Fig. 5. A rear view mirror and two side mirrors were
displayed on the appropriate positions of the monitors. A
control pad (touchscreen) displays the driving mode but-
tons on one-fourth of the screen and three-quarter of the
screen was used for performing the NDRTs in conditionally
automated driving mode.

F. DATA MEASURES
The measured dependent variables (DVs) include TOT, SA,
workload, average lateral displacement and maximum accel-
eration for comparison with IVs (scenarios, NDRT, and
ordinal). The definition and calculation of the measured
dependent variables include:

• Takeover time: The time from TOR to 5% difference in
brake or steering input depending on method of takeover
used by participant. Increased TOT generally indicates
increased complexity.

• Average lateral displacement: The average lateral dis-
placement (ALD) from the lane center before and after
TOR is expressed as

ALD =
∑
LD (before− after) TOR

∑
samples (before + after) TOR

. (1)

This is an indication of lateral (steering) control.
Increased average lateral displacement indicates poor
performance [4].

• Maximum resultant acceleration: The maximum resul-
tant acceleration (MRA) value attained between TOR
and takeover is expressed as

MRA =
√
acc.2longitudinal + acc.2lateral. (2)

This is an indication of forward collision risk. Increased
MRA indicates poor performance [2].

• Situation awareness: This is a subjective rating by par-
ticipants using (SART) questionnaire [28]. High ratings
indicate increased SA.

• Workload: Subjective rating of participant using NASA-
TLX with pairwise comparison [8] questionnaires.
Increased workload ratings indicate increased task
difficulty.
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TABLE 4. Quantitative descriptive statistics of dependent variables with respect to scenario levels.

Data from the first drive of three participants who did
not understand the instructions when they experienced the
first takeover and three other participants who experienced
accidents in the first drive are excluded. The three accidents
occurred in S2|II, S1|I, and S2|I which are less complex
scenarios compared to S1|II and S4|II indicating delayed
responses. These are the only accidents recorded.

G. ANALYSIS APPROACH
Parametric analysis assumptions of normality, homogeneity
of variances and co-variance were satisfied by the DVs in rela-
tion to the IVs except ALD and MRA. Specifically for TOT,
normality was satisfied after conversion. In addition, years of
driving experience and weekly driving experience from partic-
ipant descriptive statistics were used as covariates to interpret
the influences on TOT. Thus additional MANCOVA assump-
tions of homoscedasticity and parallel regression line for
groups were fulfilled. Significance level p= 0.05 was used for
the analysis. Parametric MANCOVA, ANCOVA, MANOVA,
and ANOVA and their associated outputs which indicate the
level of significance of the tests were used to analyze TOT,
SA, and workload in relation to the IVs. Furthermore, Kruskal
Wallis ANOVA, a non-parametric approach was applied to
analyze Avg. L Displ. and MRA in relation to the IVs. Finally,
Bonferroni multi-comparison test was applied for post-hoc
tests in relation to the IVs.
To analyze the results, the effect of the IVs on the DVs

are compared between level I and level II of the same and
different scenarios. The analysis is done from the perspective
that objective performance measures such as takeover time,
average lateral displacement can be used to determine if the
drivers delayed, responded promptly or had insufficient time.
If the drivers delayed response then the TOR time budget is
too high. If drivers were prompt then the TOR time budget
is suitable. If the drivers had insufficient time, then the TOR
time budget is too low. As an example increased TOT could
indicate delayed response in a scenario when its average
lateral displacement and or maximum resultant acceleration
is compared to that of a more complex scenario. In addition,
subjective measures such as SA and workload are used to
judge the perceived complexity of the scenarios and NDRTs.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The quantitative descriptive statistics of the aforementioned
DVs in relation to the scenarios are provided in Table 4.
Two-way MANCOVA results that integrate the effect of
covariates on DVs are as follows. Weekly driving experi-
ence indicates significant effect on DVs (F(3,160) = 20.51,
p < 0.00001; Wilks’ � = 0.72; partial η2 = 0.278). While

years of driving experience indicates marginally significant
effect on DVs (F(3,160) = 2.89, p < 0.05; Wilks’ � = 0.95;
partial η2 = 0.051).
ANCOVA for each DV indicates significant effect of

weekly driving experience on TOT (F(1,162) = 10.897,
p < 0.05; η2 = 0.063), SA (F(1,162) = 39.776, p < 0.05;
η2 = 0.197), and workload (F(1,162) = 35.387, p < 0.05;
η2 = 0.179). Thus those who drive frequently takeover faster,
have increased SA, and experience reduced workload during
takeover situations. There is however no significant effect
of years of driving experience on all the DVs. A quantita-
tive measure of driving experience is essential to takeover
and comparing both is necessary to identify which is sig-
nificant. The results thus indicate that drivers who drive
more frequently are more skilled/experienced irrespective of
the number of years of owning a license and consequently
takeover in less time compared to those who drive less. In
addition, it is also necessary to control for the effect of the
covariate to obtain the actual effect of the IVs as indicated
subsequently.
The IVs have significant effects on the DVs where appli-

cable after controlling for the covariates in the aforemen-
tioned MANCOVA results. Two-way MANOVA between IVs
(Scenarios, NDRT, ordinal) and DVs (TOT, SA, workload)
indicate significant interaction effect (F(282,246.9) = 5.2,
p < 0.05; Wilks’ � = 0.003; partial η2 = 0.856).

One-way MANOVA indicates scenario has significant
effect on all the DVs (F(21,482.96) = 2.4, p <.05; Wilks’
� = 0.75; partial η2 = 0.091). Furthermore, one-way
MANOVA indicates ordinal has significant effect on all the
DVs (F(9,418.75) = 2.71, p <.05; Wilks’ � = 0.87; par-
tial η2 = 0.045). Likewise, one-way MANOVA indicates
NDRT has significant effect on all the DVs (F(6,346) = 2.54,
p < .05; Wilks’ � = 0.92; partial η2 = 0.028).

A. TAKEOVER TIME
Two-way ANOVA indicates no significant two-factor and
three-factor interaction between the IVs and TOT. The indi-
vidual factors ordinal (F(7,177) = 7.13, p < 0.001, η2 =
0.1169) and scenario (F(7,177) = 2.57, p < 0.01, η2 =
0.1016) have significant effects on TOT. The NDRT lev-
els (Fig. 6) have no significant effects on TOT. However,
it is known from existing studies that NDRTs performed
on handsfree devices do not significantly affect TOT [18],
[29], [19]. Thus, the non-effect of handsfree NDRT on TOT
in the context of various NDRT and scenario complexity
combinations is now confirmed in this contribution. In other
words, NDRTs on handsfree devices do not require increase
in the TOR time budget.
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FIGURE 6. TOT for NDRTs.

FIGURE 7. TOT for ordinal.

FIGURE 8. TOT for scenarios.

1) TAKEOVER TIME BETWEEN EACH ORDINAL
LEVEL (FIG. 7)

Multi-comparison Bonferroni test indicates TOT is signif-
icant between first and subsequent drives. In addition, no
significance exists between the second and subsequent drives
as well as between the third and fourth drives which is also
known from a previous study. In other words, the TOR
time budget for a particular scenario should be higher when
experienced by a driver as the first drive compared to when
experienced as a second or later drive.

2) TAKEOVER TIME BETWEEN SCENARIOS

Takeover time between scenario and ordinal levels are
illustrated in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. Post-hoc multi-comparison
Bonferroni test with correction for independent samples
indicates that TOT is significant between S2|I and S4|I.
Specifically, TOT for S4|I is higher compared to S2|I.
Considering that S2|I is a more complex scenario due to

FIGURE 9. TOT for scenarios and ordinal of takeover.

FIGURE 10. Average lateral displacement for scenarios.

a higher ego speed requiring more steering control, the
increased TOT in S4|I indicates delayed response due to
perceived nonurgency. At this point, it is not yet possible to
conclude whether 7 s is suitable or too high for S2|I because
it has to be compared to a more complex scenario.
Furthermore, TOT for S4|I (a less complex scenario in

comparison) is significantly higher than S4|II which also
indicates delayed response due to perceived nonurgency. This
indicates that drivers had better assessment of the situation
and felt more urgency to respond in S4|II. The lower speed
and no traffic agents in S4|I led to increased TOT due to per-
ceived nonurgency. Whereas, TOT is not significant between
levels I and II for S1, S2, and S3. Therefore, the TOR time
budget of 7 s is more appropriate for S4|II and is excess
for S4|I where drivers delayed response to initially assess
the situation. In other words, the decreased complexity and
delayed response in S4|I indicates that the 7 s time budget
is too high for S4|I.

B. AVERAGE LATERAL DISPLACEMENT AND SCENARIO
One-way Kruskal Wallis ANOVA indicates significance
between scenario levels and lateral displacement (Fig. 10).
Post-hoc Bonferroni multi-comparison indicates significance
between different scenarios and lateral displacement.

• It is only in S1 that lateral displacement is significant
between its levels. Specifically, the lateral displace-
ment for S1|II is lower than S1|I indicating better
performance in S1|II.
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FIGURE 11. Maximum resultant acceleration for scenarios.

• The worst lateral displacement occurred in S1|I which
indicates delayed and sudden erratic response.

• The mean lateral displacement in all levels of S3 are
lower than all levels of S1 and S2.

• The mean lateral displacement in S4|I is lower than
all levels of S1 and S2 except S1|II indicating better
performance in S4|I.

• The lateral displacement in S4|II is lower than all levels
of S1 and S2.

In summary, better lateral displacement was recorded in S1|II
and all levels of S2, S3, and S4 compared to S1|I. Altogether,
the increased performance in the more complex scenarios
given a 7 s TOR time budget indicates increased effort.

C. MAXIMUM RESULTANT ACCELERATION AND
SCENARIO
One-way Kruskal Wallis ANOVA indicates significant effect
of different scenarios on MRA (Fig. 11).

• The MRA is significantly better in S1|II compared to
S1|I indicating erratic rather than smooth reaction in
the former.

• The MRA in S3|I is significantly better compared to
all levels of S2.

• The worst MRA was recorded in S2|I.
• The MRA is not significant between the levels of S3
compared to the levels of S4.

• The MRA is significant between the levels of S3 and
S4 compared to the levels of S1 and S2 except S1|II.

• The MRA is not significant between scenarios S1|I,
S2|I, and S2|II.

Similar to ALD, better MRA was recorded for S3 and
S4 compared to S1 and S2. Altogether, the more com-
plex scenarios are better suited for the TOR time budget
and resulted in increased effort and significantly better
performance.

D. SITUATION AWARENESS
Two-way ANOVA indicates no significant two-factor or
three-factor interaction between the IVs and SA. However,
individual factors scenario (p < 0.001, F(7,170) = 4.0698,
η2 = 0.1363) and NDRT (F(2,175) = 3.1499, p < 0.05,
η2 = 0.0474) have significant effects on SA.

FIGURE 12. SA for scenarios.

FIGURE 13. SA for NDRTs.

1) SITUATION AWARENESS BETWEEN
SCENARIOS (FIG. 12)

Similar to observations for TOT, one-way ANOVA indicates
significant effect of scenarios on SA. Bonferroni multi-
comparison indicates SA is significant between S1|II and
the two levels of S3 as well as between S2|II and the two
levels of S3. The mean SA of S1|II and S2|II are signifi-
cantly lower than the two levels of S3, indicating higher SA
in the levels of S3. The increased SA in levels of S3 is due
to a simpler scenario with one exit though with increased
speed in S3|II compared to S3|I. However, no significance
in SA exists between S3|I and S3|II. Altogether, the results
indicate that SA is identical in scenarios with three junctions
(S4|I, S4|II) and ego vehicle speed that is within 80 km/h
compared to scenarios with higher ego vehicle speed range
that is up to 130 km/h.

2) SITUATION AWARENESS BETWEEN NDRTS (FIG. 13)

Bonferroni multi-comparison indicates SA is significant
between NDRT 1 and NDRT 2, where the mean SA for
NDRT 1 is higher. In other words, NDRT 1 results in
increased SA compared to NDRT 2. In addition, SA is
not significant between NDRT 2 and NDRT 3 nor between
NDRT 1 and NDRT 3. Thus the SA for NDRT 3 expected
to require more cognitive resources based on the theory of
threaded cognition is not significant compared to NDRT 1
and NDRT 2. In other words, utilization of more cognitive
resources does not always lead to significantly reduced SA
for NDRTs on handsfree devices.

E. WORKLOAD
Two-way ANOVA indicates no significant two-factor or
three-factor interaction between the IVs and workload.
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FIGURE 14. Workload for scenarios.

One-way ANOVA also indicates no significant effect of
the individual IVs (scenario, NDRT, and ordinal) on work-
load. According to [30] NASA-TLX rating for driving tasks,
within 28.05% is low, between 28.05% and 41.5% is average
and above 41.5% high. The recorded ratings in this contri-
bution range from low to high, with mostly average ratings
as illustrated in Fig. 14. Therefore, the rated workload indi-
cates the studied scenarios did not result in overwhelming
workload for most drivers within the 7 s TOR time budget.

IV. COMBINED RESULTS AND PREVIOUS STUDIES
The previous contribution [5] related to this work presented
the variations between the average values of TOT, SA,
and workload between the complexity levels of scenar-
ios. Accordingly, a general qualitative model of TOT was
proposed integrating previous takeover experience, NDRT,
and assumptions about how drivers estimate scenario require-
ments during takeover. As an extension, this contribution
integrates statistical analysis that interprets the behavior
and performance of drivers based on the characteristics of
takeover variables to conclude about the TOR time budget
suitability.

A. DETERMINATION OF TOR TIME BUDGET SUITABILITY
Furthermore, the new findings of this contribution which
indicate delayed response in S1|I, S2|I, S2|II, S3|I and S4|I
and accidents in S2|II, S1|I, and S2|I imply that the budgeted
7 s is too high for S1|I, S2|I, S2|II, S3|I and S4|I which are
the less complex scenarios. On the other hand, 7 s is suitable
for S1|II, S3|II and S4|II indicated by increased performance
and effort. The objective results do not indicate that the TOR
time budget is insufficient for any of the studied scenarios in
addition to the acceptable subjective SA and workload ratings
of the participants. Although SA is affected by the NDRT
levels, this is compensated for by increased effort which is
ideal for takeovers. The effect of scenario complexity is such
that the number of traffic agents, relative speed and number
of junctions affect the TOR time budget.
The relative speed rather than the absolute speed of the

ego vehicle in the different scenarios results in variations in
driver behavior and performance. This can be seen in S2|II
compared to S1|II because the ALD and MRA in S2|II
is higher compared to S1|II in spite of the same absolute

FIGURE 15. Variables for TOR time budget for scenarios.

speed. Thus the drivers responded poorly in S2|II given that
the vehicle in front was moving and didn’t pose a risk of
immediate collision. Although S1|II and S2|II have the same
number of traffic agents, the higher relative speed in S1|II
results in better performance indicating that the relative speed
inspires more effort than the number of agents. In addition
when S2|II is compared to S2|I, the MRA in S2|I is poorer
due to delayed response though having a lower relative speed
and fewer traffic agents.
Furthermore, only between the levels of S3 that the mean

TOT increases in S3|II which is also the higher level with a
relative speed of 100 Km/h compared to S3|I with a relative
speed of 50 km/h. This indicates that the increased speed
in S3|II actually requires more time and effort unlike in
the other scenarios where the reverse occurs due to delayed
responses in the lower levels. More so, the higher mean TOT
in S3|II that has a relative speed of 100 Km/h compared to
S2|II with a relative speed of 50 Km/h and S1|I with a
relative speed of 80 Km/h indicates increased complexity
and consequently higher time budget requirement for S3|II.
Thus, based on the results of the DVs obtained for S1|II,
S4|II and S3|II, the effort applied by drivers is prioritized in
decreasing order of relative speed, traffic agents, and number
of junctions.

B. GENERALIZATION OF TOR TIME BUDGET
In addition, from the new results in this contribution and
compared to existing results from other studies [2], [12],
[18], [21], [22], [29], the variables for budgeting TOR time
online considering the defined conditions in the studied sce-
narios are summarized in Fig. 15 as an extension of Fig. 2.
Specifically, more time should be budgeted for the first drive
of every scenario irrespective of whether the driver is famil-
iar with the process of switching back to manual driving. In
other words, the time related to the ordinal should be sub-
tracted from the TOR time budget in a second or subsequent
experience of a scenario.
Furthermore, TOT and consequently TOR time budget is

only significantly higher with NDRTs that involve the use
of hand-held devices compared to those involving hands-
free devices as utilized in this contribution irrespective of
the increase in other cognitive resources. More so, indi-
vidual driving experience [km/wk] defined and utilized in
this contribution covaries with TOT which and should be
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integrated into the TOR time budget. Combining driving
experience with individual stimulus response time concluded
from previous studies [21], [22], constitute individual reac-
tion time. Altogether, the TOR time budget can therefore
also be expressed as a combination of the mean and stan-
dard deviation of TOT [s] and maneuver response time
(MRT [s]) as

TOR time budget [s] = Mean TOT ± STD+MRT. (3)

Therefore, substituting the mean and standard deviation
of TOT values from Table 4 in (3), the MRT for scenar-
ios S1|II, S3|II, and S4|II can be calculated as in (4), (5),
and (6). The calculated MRT values correspond to the time
required to complete a lane change, take an exit, and turn
at an intersection during takeover based on a 7 s TOR time
budget which has been established in this contribution to be
appropriate for the related scenarios.

S1|II : MRT [s] = 7 − 3.15 ± 0.89 = 3.85 ± 0.89 (4)

S3|II : MRT [s] = 7 − 3.99 ± 1.61 = 3.01 ± 1.61 (5)

S4|II : MRT [s] = 7 − 3.28 ± 1.68 = 3.72 ± 1.68 (6)

Based on, (4) it can also be noted that the MRT of 3.85 s
± 0.89 for a lane change during takeover is higher than in
active manual driving which is 2.5 s [31].

C. LIMITATIONS
Though this contribution is limited by the use of a driving
simulator for experiments and data collection it provides
insights for the future study of TOR time budgeting. Likewise
though drivers are informed to treat experiments like real
driving situations it is possible that perception of danger
would be different compared to on-road driving. In addition,
driving simulator experiments may not sufficiently integrate
on-road conditions and real vehicle effects such as skidding.
The studied scenarios are not exhaustive but demonstrate how
to determine TOR time budget suitability using appropriate
examples.

V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND OUTLOOK
This contribution utilizes the interdependence of driver
behavior and performance to determine TOR time bud-
get suitability for specific scenario examples. Four takeover
scenarios each having two levels of complexity and three
NDRTs were investigated with 70 participants. The takeover
requests were issued to the drivers at 7 s TTC before each
critical situation in the scenarios.
The results indicate that 7 s is too high for scenarios

integrating ego vehicle speed of 80 km/h or less, one or
no traffic agents, and up to three junctions. Furthermore, a
7 s time budget is suitable for higher ego speeds especially
from 100 km/h to 130 km/h and two traffic agents with and
without junctions. In addition, the TOR time budget required
depends on weekly driving experience and is prioritized by
drivers in the order of relative speed, traffic agents, and
number of junctions in the scenario.

The results in this contribution are generalizable because
the rules, effects and complexity levels of the takeover vari-
ables including specific scenario characteristics that require
a 7 s TOR time budget are systematically specified. This
will form the basis for budgeting suitable time for takeovers
in future studies and applications. In addition, the average
time required to complete some takeover responses such as
lane change, making a turn at an intersection, and taking an
exit are provided.
The results of this contribution are relevant to the adaptive

budgeting of TOR time in advance and to evaluate if the
available time would be sufficient for safety. As next step,
the effect of interface support indicating collision hazard,
individual variations in age, driving experience, and stimulus
response time could be investigated to determine how to
adjust the TOR time budget. Finally, quantitative estimation
of the variables that determine TOR time budget could also
be performed to enable extrapolation to other scenarios.
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